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Our Programs
All programs mentioned below are guided sessions with
facilitators/coaches assigned to your group.

Get AMPED! (60 mins)
Get Amped! is designed for beginners with no/little trampoline
experience. Starting from basic stretches to simple trampoline
exercises for warm ups. You will then go through a set of
trampoline workouts and manoeuvres that will amaze your family
and peers. You will also be introduced to the park’s various features
and conclude the session with a cool down on the trampoline.

SWEAT (60mins)
A single session sweat program is designed for jumpers searching
for a different workout experience while burning those calories. All
activities will be held in the trampoline park with a qualified trainer.
You can expect 3 segments of trampoline workouts incorporating
body coordination, balance and endurance.

TUMBLE (10 sessions, 60mins)
Tumblers will learn how to drop and fall safely on the trampolines
and build their strength and trampoline skills in these lessons. The
tumbling lessons aim to promote an individual’s body awareness
and coordination. Tumblers can look forward to performing simple
aerial tricks and drops with confidence in a fun and relaxed
environment. Tumbling on the trampolines can be adapted to suit
individuals of all ages, size and abilities. Time to amp up your fitness
regime while learning the FUNdamentals of trampolining, these
lessons will be an excellent option for you.

Team Building (60mins)
The aim of the team building session is for jumpers to complete
various types of activities held in the trampoline park, often involving
collaborative tasks. Activities will engage the jumpers to
communicate and enhance social relations to get the task
completed. All equipment, materials for score recording and
facilitators are provided. Large groups will be split into smaller
teams of 4-6 to enjoy the game simultaneously and teams will be
graded for their performance. You are welcome to bring prizes
along to reward the efforts of the participants.

Once you have tasted flight, you will forever walk the earth with your eyes turned skyward,
for there you have been, and there you will always long to return.
- Leonardo da Vinci
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